From Mr. Happy to Mr. Greedy and (of course) Mr. Lazy, the characters’ unmistakable personalities, names and physical attributes tap into a little bit of us all. Silliness and humour are at the core of the books, charming us with their colourful illustrations and satisfying simplicity of the stories and fictional worlds the characters inhabit. Mr. Lazy by Mr. Lazy, released 28 February 2019 1. Carry of little boy and fat man (how pathetic it is to pretend it as yours) 2. chotto matte kudasai (sindorim) 3. There is no your happiness in my ideal 4. He wrote this book because this book says so (circle logic works because) Mr. Lazy is self-titled first album of Jimi Kim's first solo project.Â Mr. Lazy is self-titled first album of Jimi Kim's first solo project. Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for Mr. Men and Little Miss Ser.: Mr. Lazy by Roger Hargreaves (1999, Mass Market) at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products! Mr. Lazy lives in Sleepyland where everyone and everything is lazy. Even the trees do not stand tall! I do agree a little with another reviewer on the point that this book appears not to have a message. It is very different from many of the other Mr. Men books in the fact that the character, Mr. Lazy in this case, does NOT get cured of his bad habit. He is as lazy in the beginning as he is in the end. Mr. Lazy is the seventeenth book in the Mr. Men series by Roger Hargreaves. Color: Light Pink (Book), Light Green (2008 show). Shape: Bean (Book), Human shape (2008 show). Hair: None. Personality: Lazy, Sleepy, Idle, Slothful, Slow, Comatose, Unconscious, Procrastinating, Delayed, Postponed, Slacking, Lax, Impassive, Dopey. Family: unknown. Friends: Little Miss Helpful. Height: Average (Book), About 6 and a half feet tall (2008 show). Weight: Average. Rivals: Mr. Busy And Mr. Bustle, Little Miss Bossy.